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Diffraction by a Wide Double Wedge 
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Abstract-Following  an  approximate  technique by  Karp and Russek for 
the  diffraction by a  wide slit, an asymptotic  expression  for  the  far 
diffracted  field to a  plane  wave  incident on two semi-infinite  wedges is 
derived in terms of  the unperturbed field  due to the two wedges  in  isolation 
plus an  interaction term due to  an equivalent inhomogeneous line  source  at 
each  edge. Numerical resnlts for the  diffraction  pattern,  transmission 
coefficient,  equivalent  line  source  intensity, and interaction term  are 
presented  and are  in good  agreement with previous  results. 

INTRODUCTION 

The  double  body  scattering  problem was  investigated  by 
Twersky [l] , Karp [2], Karp  and  Radlow [3] ~ Karp  and  Russek 
[4], Zitron  and  Karp [5],  [6 ] ,  Nussenzveig [7],  Hamid [8], 
[9] , Teague  and  Zitron [ 101 , Iskander  and  Hamid [ 111  and 
others.  None  of  these  solutions give simple  expressions  for  the 
double  wedge  diffraction  problem  which  shows  the  relation 
between  wedge  geometry  (wedge  angle  and  separation  relative 
to  the  wavelength)  and  radiation  characteristics  (diffraction 
pattern,  transmission  coefficient,  equivalent  line  source  intensity 
at  each  edge,  for  field  due  to  edgeedge  interaction,  etc.)  for 
a  plane wave incident  at  any angle.  More important  for  engineer- 
ing  applications  is  the  interdependence  between  the  various 
variables. For  instance,  the  transmission  coefficient  can be 
optimized  for  any given  wedge, frequency,  and angle  of the 
incidence  of  the  plane  wave.  In  this  communication,  a  simple 
solution is obtained  in  a  physically  interpretable  form  and is 
convenient  for  calculation  purposes.  The  double  wedge  diffrac- 
tion  problem is attempted  by using the  known  solution  of  the 
scattered  field  from  a  single  wedge.  The  dependence  of  the  dif- 
fracted  field  on  the  interaction  between  the  two  edges  of  the 
present  geometry  is  clearly  represented  by  simple  relations. 

FORMULATION 

Using the  circular  cylinder  coordinates ( p ,  Q, z), the single 
conducting  wedge  geometry  may  be  defined  by  the  half-planes 
a t  Q = 0 and Q = + intersecting  along  the  z-axis. 

The  diffracted  field  will  be  derived  due to  an  incident  plane 
wave  plus  a  fictitious  line  source  located in  the same  position 
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as  the  edge  of  the  second wedge in the  double wedge  geometry 
and  which  is  due to the  interaction  term  by  the  Karp  and  Russek 
technique. We consider E polarization  where  the  electric  field 
has  a z component  only. 

For  a  line  source,  of  unit  amplitude  at ( p o ,  Go) and  parallel 
to  the  z-axis,  with e lWt  time  dependence  the  field  in  the  presence 
of the wedge is given  by 

E=Eg+Ed (1)  

where  the  geometric  optics  field Eg is  the  incident (Ei) plus 
the  reflected (Ey) fields, Ei is  given  by 

where R is the  distance  between  the  source  and  the  field  point, 
and k is the  wavenumber.  The  diffracted  field Ed is  given  asymp- 
totically  by [ 121 where  the  asymptotic  expression  of  the  Hankel 
function  is  replaced  by  the  Hankel  function  itself,  therefore Ed 
has  the  appearance of a  cylindrical wave emanating  from  a  line 
source at  the edge  and  can  be  expressed  in  the  form 

E - - H C 2 )  
71 

d - 0 (kPlf(Q> PO? $0, v) 
2i (3) 
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and v is the  ratio $/n. 
For a  plane wave of  unit  amplitude  incident  at  angle Qo 

with  respect to   the negative  x-axis, Eg is the same  as the  inci- 
dent  field Ei given  by 

E.  = e-ikp  coS(@-@o) (4) 

while Ed is the  diffracted field given  asymptotically  by [12] . 
Again E, has  the  appearance  of  a  cylindrical wave emanating 
from  a  line  source  at  the  edge  of  the  wedge. Thus Ed can  be 
written  in  the  form 

where 

V 

For  the  case of two  conducting wedges  separated  by 72i where 
2kd S=- 1 and  illuminated  by  a  plane wave of  unit  amplitude 
(see  Fig. l ) ?   t he  field at  any  point is considered  as  being  com- 
posed of the  incident  field  plus  a  response  field  from  each of 
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Fig. 1.  Double  wedge  geometry. 

the  two wedges,  or  alternatively,  as  a  geometric  optics  field 
plus  two  diffracted  fields [one from  each  wedge). It is  assumed 
that  each  of  these  diffracted  fields  is  of  the  same  nature  as  the 
known field  diffracted  by  an  isolated  wedge. It can  be  represented 
in  the region  far  from  the  wedge  edge (eA or  ee)  by (3). and (5). 
At eB.  d l  has the  constant value R. Thus.  at eB the  field  due  to 
wedge A is  of  the  form TikP,/dkp which  represents  the  asymp- 
totic  field  of  a  line  source  situated  at eA . A similar  remark  holds 
fur  the  excitation  of  wedge A .  Hence,  each  wedge  may be thought 
of  as  being  excited  by  the  incident  field  plus  a  line  source  located 
at  the edge of the  opposite  wedge. The strength  of  this  line 
source  depends  on  the value of  f(r. Ai. R. v) for  the  opposite 
wedge. 

The  total field  can  be  expressed as a  linear  combination. 
with  constant  coefficients,  of  the  fields  which  occur  in  diffrac- 
tion  of  plane wave (noniteraction  term).  and  line  source  fields 
diffracted  by  the  two  wedges  (interaction  termj. 

In  this  presentation (,I) is used  with a new  definition of Ed 
that is valid in the range --T/? + 7a < 8 < n:? - 29 and 0" < 
a a n d f i < 4 5 " . i . c . .  

where 

and cI and c2 are  the  unknown  strengths of the line  sources  at 
eB and eA.  respectively. 

Equations (7)  and ( .E )  hold is we  let p1 and p2 tend  to  infinity 
while o1 and Q2 are bounded  away  from  the  geometric  optics 
boundary  lines.  Regrouping  these  two  equations.  we  can  write 

\vi th 

The noninteraction  term E' represents  the  excitation  of  each 
wedge  by  the  original  wave  only. I t   may be  a  good  approxima- 
tion  for  extremely  wide  wedges,  in  which case the  two  wedges 
have  little  effect  on  each  other.  For  narrower  wedges  the  cor- 
rection  (interaction)  term E" is  added. 

For  the  determination  of  the  constant  coefficients c1 and 
c 2 .  one  can  follow  the  same analysis  given  in [4] this  lead to 

and 

Hence, the diffracted  field Ed is completely  defined. 
The  above  expressions  may  be  expressed in a  normalized 

coordinate  system  with a common  origin  midway  between  the 
two wedges  as  shown in Fig. I .  Let  a  plane  wave  incident  from 
above  the  two wedges  while  the field point P i s  below.  Remeber- 
ing  the  convention  that angles  measured  counterclockwise  are 
positive,  we  have p1 s p - d  sin 8, p2 1 p+dsin8,Q1 z(3ni3 j  + 
0. O2 z (3a(3) - 0, Q o l  = (x;?) + B o ,  QO2 =(./=I - B o .  where 
8 is tneasured  from  the  negative  y-axis,  while 8, is  measured  from 
the  positive  y-axis. 

For  the sake  of  comparison.  an  alternative  way  of  calculating 
the field due to a  diffraction  by  two  wedges is also  computed by 
Keller's method  for  the field  diffracted  by  a  slit [13] using the 
appropriate  diffraction coe fhkn t   fo r   t he  wedge. 

The  transmission  coefficient T is calculated  using [4. eq. 
( 3 2 ) ] .  with Q = 0 = O", [4, eq. (31 j ] ,  with  any Q or f i I  namely 

T = Re -'( .. 1 - j)F(O)/Xd;- (14) 

where  the  diffraction  pattern F(8) at 8 = 0 is given  by (9) in the 
limit  as 8 approaches  zero. 

DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL  RESULTS 

Fig. 7 shows  the  normalized Ed from  the  two wedges  when 
a = 0 = O", and kd = 3 and 8. compared  with  the  normalized 
Ed of  the slit  derived  by  blohsen [ I 4 ] .  and  Keller [ 131. The fig- 
ure shows good  agreement  between  the  three  curves. It is  obvious 
that  our  results  are close to those given  by Mohsen  and very  close 
to  the  exact  solution  for  small  values of kd given in [ 131 . 

Fig. 3 shows the  normalized Ed for  two wedges  with a =fl = 
15" and kd = 5 and 10. The  figure  demonstrates  the  effects 
of  E" on the  far  field  diffracted  pattern  by  both  incorporating 
L'' and  not  incorporating  it,  as well as  comparison  with Keller 
solution  for kd = 10. 

Table I shows T for  different  values  of Q (or 8) and kd. The 
two  columns  for each  angle  denote T calculated  by  our  solution 
(-141 and  the  method  of  Teague  and  Zitron [ l o ] ,  respectively. 
In  comparing 7 values computed by our  method  with  the  exact 
values given in [4] . it  seems  that  for  a  slit  with kd = 3 :  6, and 8. 
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Fig. 2. Normalized diffracted field versus  angle 0 for 0, = 0" and CY = B = 
0". 
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Fig. 3. Normalized diffracted field  versus  angle 0 for Bo = 0" and CY = 6 = 

15". 
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Fig. 4. T,  c, (or c3 and E" versus Q (or 8) for eo = 0' and kd = 7. 
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Fig. 5. T, c, (or c2) and E" versus kd for 00 = 0' and a = B = 20". 

TABLE I 
T VERSUS CY (OR 8) A N D  kd 

a (or B) 

kd 30" 10' 5' 0" 

3 

1.0021 1.0092  1,0012 1.0025 1.0011 1.0023 1.0011 1.0021 9 

0.9873  1.0065  0.9924  0.9959  0.9929  0.9959 0.9932  0.9959 6 

0.9259  1.0226  0,9553  0.9731 0.9580  0.9732  0.9601  0.9736 

12 1.0039 1.0044 1.0041 1.0047 1.0044 1.0050  1.0075  1.0108 

our values  deviate  by -0.0118, -0.0023, and +0.0006, respec- 
tively.  It is apparent  that  there is good  agreement  between  the 
remaining  values of the  table. 

The  dependence of T,  c1 (or c2) and E" on a (or p) and kd 
is shown in Fig. 4 for kd = 7 and in  Fig. 5 for cr = 0 = 20°, 
respectively, 

It is expected  that  when a and p approach 90" the  geometry 
approaches  the  familiar  and  important  flanged  parallel-plate 

waveguide and T will reach its maximum as given in details 
elsewhere [ 71 , [ 151 -[17] . It is apparent  that T oscillates  with 
varying kd, however, the oscillations  dies  down  and T converges 
to unity as expected  for large kd. 

The  interaction  term E" is damped in an  oscillatory  fashion 
with  increasing kd and  approaches  zero  when kd approaches 
infinity.  The  period  of  oscillation  is  equal  to r. The  location of 
maxima of E" remains  the  same  while  their  peak  values  change 
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for  variations in oi (or 0). For example,  as cy (or f i j  assume  the 
values 0". so, 10". 15" the  first  peak  values  of  norrnaIized E" 
are 0.6913, 0.7288,  0.7774.  and  0.8427.  respectively. while  the 
corresponding kd remains  fixed  at 0.95. Therefore.  in  order to 
lower  the  interaction  field  for  any  electric  separation kd ,  oi (or 0) 
must be  decreased  toward  zero. 

Since E" increases  with a (or b), a  gradual  increase  of c1 (or 
c 2 j  is expected.  However? the oscillations in Fig. 5 show that 
the  current  intensity  due to E" is  critically  dependent on lid due 
to the phase  interference  of  the  nlultiply  scattered  fields.  The 
period  of  oscillation is again  equal to z. The  fact  that  the oscilla- 
tions of  E" and c1 (or c2) are  similar  confirms  the  dependence 
of E" on c1 (or c2 ;I. 

The possibility of cancelling or lowering  the  diffraction 
lobes  over  a  certain  range  of e by  introducing  an  artificial  dipole 
source  near  each  edge is presently  being  investigated,  and  the 
results will be reported in the near future.  It is also  anticipated 
that our solution will prove  useful  in  studying  the  propagation 
of radio waves  over mountains  which  could  be  modeled  by 
multiple  wedges  with  impedance  boundaries. 

COKCLUSION 

The  solution  for  the  diffraction  of  an  incident  plane wave by 
a  wide  slit,  previously  investigated  by  Karp  and Russek, 1x1s been 
extcnded  to  the  diffraction  by  a  wide  double wedge  leading to  
sin~ple and  convenient  expressions.  The  method  used is also 
applicable  in  the  more  general  case  where  the  two  wedge  angles 
al-e unequal. The accuracy  and  co~nputational  convenience  in- 
creases  with kd, and  the  method is applicable to normal  as well 
as oblique  incidence. 
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Result for the Height Gain in Forest 
Medium 

SWARUP, MEMBER, IEEE, AND MANUJENDrW  N. 
ROY, SEKIOR MEMBER,  IEEE 

Absrrucr-Radio  path loss measurements  were  conducted  in  various 
tropical  rain forests of India  at  frequencies from 50 to 800 MHz, antenna 
heigbts  from 1.5 m t o  16.5 rn above ground  with  both horizontally and 
vertically  polarized emissions, and at a large  variety of patb  ranges. The 
results from  a series of antenna height-gain  measurements  in the  forest 
vegetation  are  presented.  Based on the  data  thus collected, an  empirical 
model  is suggested to  assess quantitatively  the  antenna  height  gain as a 
function of frequency  and  antenna  heights. 

INTRODUCTlON 

Over a  line-of-si&t  plane  earth  path.  the  radio  waves  reaching 
the receiver  are the vector sun1 of the  radiations arriving  by  the 
direct  and  reflected  paths.  Depending  upon  the  path  difference 
between  the  direct  and  reflected  ray.  it  results in the  occurrence 
of  maxima  and  minima  in  the  vertical  space  above  the  receiving 
point.  However,  in  many  practical  situations  where  the  angle 
of  reflection  is very  snlall and  the  transmitting  and  receiving 
antenna lleights H ,  and H, are very  small as  compared to the 
distance d: between  the  transmitter  and  the  receiver,  the  relative 
field  strength is given by  the  plane  earth  model as 

where E is the received  electric  field. Eo is the  free-space  electric 
field,  and X is  the  wavelength.  This  conforms to the  familiar 
rule  that the  received  field  strength E ,  keeping  the  other  param- 
eters  fixed.  increases  linearly w i t h  the  product H,. H,.. The in- 
crease in E. that is the  decrease in propagation loss suffered  by 
the  radio waves due  to  the increase in H,, H,. is  referred  to as 
height-gain  phenomena. 

When the  transmitting  and  receiving  antennas  are  located 
in  a  forest.  the  received signal strength is the  resultant of the 
partial  contributions of the  direct  ray.  reflected  ray.  and  lateral 
ray [ 11 traveling  along  the  treetops.  Since  the  forest is essentially 
a dissipative  medium.  the  direct  and  reflected waves suffer 
high  attenuation  throughout  the  path of travel  by  continuously 
encountering  vegetation.  and  hence  their  contribution  to the 
resultant  field  is  comparatively smallcr. Thc major wave con- 
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